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Unrestricted Summary: Facility Security Inspection of a High-Risk GSA Building
The GSA Office of Inspector General, Office of Inspections conducted an inspection of a highrisk GSA building. The objective of the inspection was to determine whether GSA had assessed,
prioritized, and implemented facility security controls for the building.
During the course of the inspection, we conducted two site visits of the building, one announced
and one unannounced. Our inspection revealed pervasive deficiencies in site security and
security operations and administration. These deficiencies included significant problems with the
closed circuit camera surveillance and intrusion detection systems, lax enforcement of physical
security requirements and parking restrictions, unsecured restricted areas, a contract employee
living in the building unbeknownst to the security guards on duty, prohibited substances on site,
suspected on-duty marijuana use by a contract employee, inaccessible hazardous waste cleanup
materials, and a faulty occupant emergency plan.
Some of these issues, such as the problems with the closed circuit cameras and intrusion
detection systems, are long-standing. The OIG Office of Investigations notified GSA leadership
in July 2020 of security camera issues, and in 2018, a security assessment conducted by another
federal agency recommended that GSA implement and maintain an adequate intrusion detection
system for the building.
The pervasive deficiencies found in our inspection compromise the security of the building, as
well as the safety and security of its occupants, and expose the building, employees, and visitors
to unnecessary risks. On August 16, 2021, after determining that the contract employee had been
sleeping at the building for at least two weeks, the OIG notified the GSA Deputy Administrator
and the Chief of Staff of this and two other issues identified during our second site visit, to
enable the agency to take appropriate management action pending completion of fieldwork and
issuance of our report. The building director responded and notified the inspection team on
August 18, 2021, that the agency had taken corrective actions to resolve those three issues. Our
report, issued on September 30, 2021, makes two recommendations for additional corrective
action.
Our report addresses issues categorized as physical security information under GSA Order
Security for Sensitive Building Information Related to Federal Buildings, Grounds, or Property,
PBS 3490.3 CHGE 1, March 22, 2021. Therefore, our report requires safeguarding and
dissemination controls and is not available to the public. The agency agreed with our report
findings and recommendations. Management’s redacted comments can be found in Appendix A.
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Appendix A: Management Comments
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